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Paris suffered from a major overcrowding problem:

3/4s of the people who visited Paris

would visit the same 3 or 4 areas.

How to solve over tourism with a very low budget

Storytelling at the core
By focusing on storytelling, Paris Tourism was able to

market a whole new idea of Paris, that drew visitors out of

the over-congested typical tourist areas, into different

destinations. It also allowed them to sell Paris as a

destination that has far more to offer than just the Eiffel

Tower and The Louvre.

Paris is made up of

20 districts or

arrondissements but

most people only

visit the same 3 or 4

Showtime in Paris

Show the

authenticity

through

storytelling and

videos with

locals

Appealing to

the local

population by

interviewing

local celebrities

Video interview

with people

telling visitors

the story of

different areas

in Paris

Appealing to

visitors looking

for unique and

niche attractions

Destination Challenge 2018

Videos are in

English with

French subtitles,

to reach both

visitors and

locals

Paris is aiming to attract people, who have specific

interests, by marketing Paris as a show destination - like

Westend or Broadway. Paris is creating this new image, by

producing more content around the shows they have on,

using English more, creating visual shows to appeal to

different segments and discounted show tickets during

shoulder seasons.

By promoting different experiences, Paris is reaching out

to the tourists it aims to attract - tourists interested in

niche experiences, rather than general tourists. This

benefits Paris by bringing new tourists who might not

usually come to Paris and by drawing new tourism and

existing tourism out of the overcrowded areas into

different districts of the city.
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70.2 million visitors - 58 venues

Cultural offer in Paris

3 opera houses

191 museums

2199 monuments

750 cinemas 29 cabarets

Opportunities vs. reality

How would you change this? How can
you make people find out that a city
has far more to offer? How would you
draw the attention of visitors towards
the discovery of hidden gems?

Tourists visit the
same exact venues,
ignoring many other
potential attractions


